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July 23, 1939

XI German Grand Prix

Lutz knew well their old foe the Nürburgring was their real opponent, those kilometers upon 
kilometers of winding, hilly hell that all the German drivers had a love-hate relationship with, and 
today it was damp from a summer drizzle; damp represented serious danger. If it had been raining in 
earnest the sodden track would be more predictable to navigate, but patches of wet, damp, and bone 
dry on the hard surface delineated areas of severe instability for the tires and their critical feedback to 
the pilots; a puddle minefield amidst the low-lying, patchy fog. If only Bernd were here, he thought…
best in the fog. Point the way for me, old friend, point the way.

A great moan of electrified sound shook them all—a voice, an announcement; veteran 
sphincters contracted. 

Tazio yawned. 
The red flag waved in the thick, sure hands of the track marshal, the command to start engines 

given. Begloved women in smart summer chapeaus and gentlemen in their summer-weight best 
cheered to crescendo as the crisp uniformed mechanics rushed in to crank over their brutes with 
bulky electric starters, their flat caps perched at a jaunty, coolheaded angle. One team still used a hand 
crank. Hades itself shuddered awake under the massive vibration and thunder, said the announcer. 
Herds of six-, eight-, and twelve-cylinder engines barked to life, cam gears spinning, superchargers 
whining, valves clattering, exhaust pipes spewing off-color flames and rich black smoke, the machines 
clearing their lungs for battle.

A red-hatted woman from the stands yelled at a running driver: “C’mon, Luigi.” 
Villoresi again, late as usual, thought Lutz. The Italian still had a lit cigarette clenched. Lutz waved 

to him, revving his engine just a little to warm the oil. Clutch in, he nudged it into first. Five seconds.
The cannon fired. In a mighty flourish the start flag rippled; the yellow light flashed to green; 

crescendo gave way to savage, beery uproar.
Go! Bladder bank-vaulted shut, revs up, Lutz dumped the clutch and put foot to firewall; all 

twelve singing hammers hammered his spine once again, his tires catching after a brief burn of 
rubber; too much and a car would fishtail, too little and you’d be left behind. Got it perfect.

Caracciola, the ‘Rainmaster,’ plowed ahead predictably in first position with von Brauchitsch, 
Lang, Hasse, Brendel, Nuvolari, Müller, Meier, Stuck, and Lutz close behind in formation as their 
squadron of silver sallied forth, seemingly triumphant from the very start. In the hearts and minds of 
the German people the Mercedes and Auto Unions seemed unconquerable in the extreme now, eleven 
glittering peregrines among the hapless foreign pigeons, those “stinking fowl that need culling,” some 
local newspaper blithely read. 

On the second lap Lutz passed a smoking Alfa Romeo, then Brendel, a reserve Mercedes new 
boy, poor leaking shithead, pissing coolant everywhere, then cut inside Meier in the Steilstrecke left-



hander almost locking their front wheels together one behind the other. Come on, Heinz, you fucker, 
drive over there! Rubber bits sheared off as if from a butcher’s slicer. 

Slowing a little, deafening traffic then thickly pooled in the hairpin Karussell ahead. Throats 
went dry; drivers’ brakes locked up and smoked.

Meier was tapped by the car behind him and began to spin, his left rear wheel just kissing Lutz’s 
own. It was enough. The Auto Union caught something strong enough to flip it end over end; Meier 
emerged airborne five meters high, his arms thrashing as if he were swimming, drowning. 

“Georg!” yelled Lutz. Ass first, brakes locked, swerving, he caught the horror of his seagulling 
teammate, the twirling Union in flight, its once-proud but severed hood slicing into the crowd like a 
hinged razor, a young boy cut in two clean. Meier’s naked chassis became a wrecking ball, killing more. 

Lutz’s confined little world blurred, slowed; his car didn’t.
“Funny how things just pop into one’s mind at equally funny times,” Bea had once said 

annoyingly, never making much sense. Did they ever. Lutz felt her warm pink hands under his cheeks, 
her voice, that buttery, balming voice licking at his ear, screaming at him: “Correct your line you silly 
bastard, fucking amateur.” 

Death was fast approaching. Lutz’s tarmac, pine tree, and machine tableau blinked into boiling 
seas of fetid blood, his meager place chained to an oar aboard the devil’s caravel clearly visible, 
himself alone rowing to eternity against the thickening current. Fear and adrenaline did wonders for 
his imagination. “Nein!”

Brakes burning, snarls of acrid smoke from his locked tires swirled and spun together like hemp 
strands into rope, his mount a careening aluminum shell about to explode upon contact. Bernd yelled 
something at him, then his father, Johann, from atop the old tractor in Metzingen. Lutz set free his 
foot from the brake pedal and yanked hard at the wheel, harder still. It wasn’t hard enough. Gott 
please help, he thought, Gott, let me live…
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